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Khrua In Khong's Westernized School of Thai Painting

by Wiyada Thongmitr; photographs by Phaitun Thinphong, Surachai Margrn4itri
and No Na Pak Nam
Thai Painting Series No. J; in Thai and English
Thai Cultural Data Centre 1979; 141 pp.; 400 baht (US$ 20.-)
The reviewer of this volume is Pairoj Samosorn, lecturer in the Faculty of Humanities and Social
Sciences, Khon Kaen University. He feels that this publication well serves the objectives of making the
paintings of Khrua In Khong better known, and ofpromoting conservation of the Thai artistic heritage.
However, certain technical aspects ofthe publication could be improved, thereby enhancing' appreciation·
of the artist's work. (a) Some of the illustrations are unimportant, including those of other artists'
paintings and of temples where paintings are located; the space should have been utilized/or more paintings by Khrua In Khong. (b) The illustrations do not include all the ,best or most representative of
Khrua In Khong's paintings;some important ones may have been omitted, for instance, because they are
not easily photographed. (c) The illustrations in several cases should have been enlarged, spanning two
pages instead of being crowded onto a single page with wide ma~gins; extraneous portions of some
illustrations should have been cut out. The result is that we do not have a close enough view ofthe fineness
ofdetail which is a hallmark of Khrua In Khong's work.
Khrua In Khong created a new and'exotic' genre of Buddhist art, which drew on the style of Western
painters whose lands he himself had never visited. The reviewer comments on Khrua In Khong's
techniques, style and spiritual purposes, how they differed from those of earlier Thai artists, and the
significance of his ideas of space and naturalism for Thai religious painting. - Hon. Ed.
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The World of Buddhism : a Pictorial Presentation
by John Blqf'eld

Bangkok, the Siam Society, /980; 62 + iv pp.; /00 baht

The World of Buddhism is an elegant and lucid introduction to the variety of Buddhism for
the interested layman. Whilst primarily intended as a graphic presentation, the introduction
and three chapters of text provide essential information and context as well as references for
further reading.

In chapter one the author, John Blofeld, discusses the basic tenets of the Buddhist doctrine, paying particular attention to thos'! elements in Buddhism which the typical Western
mind finds most difficult to grasp. For example, Western people find difficulty in understanding a 'religion' which is not concerned with a supreme deity and individual prayer and
·
redemption.
Blofeld highlights one of Buddhism's most interesting features, namely the acceptance of
doctrinal divergence and 'Of differentials of competence in the doctrine as between Buddhists.
It is not expected that each and every person will attain the highest levels of spiritual enlightenment. There is, in effect, a religious division oflabour which assigns different and complementary
roles to Buddhist monks, to Buddhist lay persons, and expects a range of different competencies
within thos~ broad categories. The author also discusses the doctrine of karmic causality and
its purported and actual social consequences and correlates.
In chapter two Blofeld discusses the historical development of Buddhism and the schisms
which have taken place, resulting in the establishment of Theravada and Mahayana schools of
Buddhism. Theravada Buddhism is the majority religion of Thailand, Sri Lanka, Laos,
Cambodia and Burma; whilst Mahayana Buddhism is to be found in Japan, China, Korea,
and Viet Nam, with smaller communities elsewhere in Asia.
Theravada or ''Lesser Vehicle'' Buddhism has taken remarkably similar forms in all the countries of southeast Asia in which it has taken root. In several instances (notably Thailand, Laos
and Cambodia) where it has become the state religion, the religious hierarchy parallels the
state system which it buttresses and is supported by.
Mahayana Buddhism on the other hand has seldom become the state religion in any of the
countries where it has become prevalent and the Sangha (monkhood) has evolved special
characteristics of dress and eating habits in its various habitats.
As far as doctrinal differences are concerned, a major distinction between the two schools
relates to the concept of Bodhisattva.s. Mahayana Buddhism holds that there are innumerable
Bodhisattvas in existence, i.e. "beings who on achieving Enlightenment, have renounced
Nirvana out of compassion for the myriad sentient beings still lost in darkness.. and therefore
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still needing guidance. Theravadins, on the other hand, still believe that attainment of Enlightenment involves total negation of the constituent p1.rts of the person::>.lity and tha.t the question
of one being assisting another to achieve Enlightenment does not arise. The two schools also
differ in some important ways as to the connotation given to the term "Buddha".
Blofeld has a most interesting section in this chapter concerning Buddhist iconography,
which not surprisingly reflects the doctrinal differences discussed earlier. Buddhist iconography also reflects 1he "compromise between the austerity of the Dharma (Law) with its
emphasis on discipline and meditation, and the popular desire for mystery and magic .....
Blofeld also discusses some recent trends in Buddhism including its emergence as a political
force, as in Viet Nam or Burma, and its new and increasing popularity in Western society.
In his final chapter on "Buddhism in everyday life", Blofeld discusses the various social
forms and practices observed by monks and laity in different countries, and the behavior
patterns prevalent between the two groups.
The photographs are grouped under three headings: (a) Buddhist iconography, (b) temples, and· (c) monks and laity. The latter is probably of particular interest to the non-expert
in that monks, nuns and lay persons are shown in some activities never captured by the passing
journalist and yet entirely characteristic to anyone familiar with those c~untries. r would
single out for particular notice the group of Thai nuns sheltering from the sun under their
umbrella, or the Thai monks at the Temple of the Emerald Buddha neatly winding on their
robes prior to a ceremony. The Tibetan Lamas pausing with their long horns has similar
striking effect.
It is a pity, given their content, that the photographs are not better reproduced and
more spaciously laid out. However this remains a minor defect in a publication which is
both scholarly and informative.

Jane Bunnag

Bangkok

The Five Faces of Thailand : an Economic Geography
by Wolf Donner
Institute of Asian Affairs, Hamburg

St. Lucia, Australia; University of Queensland Press, 1978; 930 + xxii pp., illus.; $A 26.50

The Five Faces of Thailand is the latest addition to that diffuse body of literature once
pejoratively referred to by a former editor of this journal as "text-boo~ Thailand" (Larry
Sternstein, "Text-boo~ Thailand", JSS, vol. LIII part I, January 1965, pp. 123-126). The
textbook character is evident in its manifestly pedagogical style and organization as well as its
presentation of a thorough compilation of established fact and conventional opinion devoid
of fresh analysis or interpretation. That this is the author's intention is voiced in his introductory
hope to "serve both the foreigner, who comes to the kingkom with a specific task and wants to
learn briefly the environmental facts of the country, and the student and teacher, who will
understand the multiplicity of detailed problems which will have to be studied in depth" (p. xix).

The thematic conception of the book is impressive - no less than a full-scale survey of the
economic geography of each of Thailand's five "faces", or regions: the sopth, northeast,
north, centre, and Greater Bangkok. Actually, a sixth "face" is included, as the centre is
considered to consist of the centre per se and the southeast. The designation of regions is a
well-worn and controversial issue in Thai studies. Donner has compromised between geographic, economic and political criteria in defining Thailand's. regions as groups of contiguous changwat identified in terms of their common topographic features, except for Greater
Bang~ok, which is distinguished from the centre on the basis of its unique industrial and
commercial structure. This pragmatic resolution of the issue results in a specification of
Thailand's regions different from but no less unsatisfactory than those that have been adopted
by other studies and by the Thai government for administrative and planning purposes.
In organization the book is divided into separate parts discussing each of the abovementioned
six regions plus a lengthy introductory part on the country as a whole. Each of these seven
parts in turn consists of sections describing the geography (consisting of standardized subsections on topography, hydrology, climate, and soils and vegetation), people (consisting of
histories of major towns and descriptions of local ethnic groups), and economy (consisting of
subsections on each production sector, ranging from agriculture through tourism). In his effort
to provide comprehensive surveys of each region as well as the nation as a whole, Donner has
in effect prepared seven minitexts, a useful device for readers wishing an introduction to one
region or another, but making for considerable repetition.
A reconstruction of the circumstances under which the book came to be written, based on
clues scattered through the text, is illuminating. The author was stationed in Bangkok between
1969 and 1972, his assignment being part of a United Nations research project on soil fertility
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involving the preparation of background studies on the economic geography of the northeast
and southeast; revised versions of these studies form major elements of the present book. It
would appear that Donner brought the idea for this book with him to Thailand, continuing the
tradition established with his earlier economic geography of another country in which he had
seen service (Nepal: Raum, Mensch und Wirtschaft,· Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz, 1972). He
budgeted his brieftenure in Thailand to good advantage with this objective in mind, preparing
research studies which would serve as raw material for future chapters, collecting supplementary
field notes during extensive travels throughout each region, culling materials from a cross-section
of the standard textbook literature on the country, and accumulating a file of newspaper
clippings and documents. The Five Faces of Thailand is firmly grounded on this laboriously
compiled store of information.
No effort will be expended here to elaborate on the book's many shortcomings as a textits heavy reliance on outdated and secondary sources, its use of decade-old economic and
demographic data as "current" information, its frequent emphasis on trivia to the qeglect of
points of relative importance, its superficial treatment of the economy, its failure to integrate
the geographic and economic dimensions as might be expected of a true economic geography,
and so forth. In concluding his book, Donner enters the following whimsical reflection {p. 893):
"looking back on this piece of work and on his experience in Thailand, the author tends more
toward geography than towards economics. This is easily understandable." What is not
understandable to this reviewer is why, recognizing his limitations, Donner did not restrict
himself to producing a straightforward regional geography; such a modified approach would
have reduced the book's shortcomings to manageable proportions.

The Five Faces of Thailand will probably find its way onto many bookshelves solely because
of its impressive bulk. And there it will rest, an object lesson reflecting the economist's
aphorism, "more ain't necessarily better than less". Donner might well have heeded Stemstein's
advice (Stemstein, loc. cit., p. 126): "much basic work- painfully slow slogging researchremains to be done in Thailand. Humbly, I enter a plea for a bit of silence whilst the job of
providing this basic information proceeds. Such forbearance must be rewarded by a sophisticated
generalization - a text in the true sense - at some future date."

Edward Van Roy
United Nations ESCAP
Bangkok

Foreign Policy of Thailand
by Ganganath Jha
New Delhi, Radiant Publishers, 1979; 195 pp.; 200 baht (no price in India quoted)

In the preface to his study of Thai foreign policy, Ganganath Jha poses these questions:
"Has Thai foreign policy paid adequate attention to its moral aspects? Have not the relations
of Thailand with its neighbouring countries been vitiated by mutual suspicion? Has the policy
of opposing Communism given Thailand the advantages it has sought? Has the United States
provided the necessary safeguards to Th~iland to protect its national security?"
Jha sets out to measure these imponderables. From the way his thesis is framed, it can
be deduced, correctly, that he is on the side of the liberal angels. Jha clearly does not approve
of Thailand's on-again, off-again love affair with the United States; but his comments are
restrained, as befits an Indian scholar (he is a PhD of Jawaharlal Nehru University).
Large sections of this slim volume are devoted to Thailand's involvement in the South-East
Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO). Quoting Neuchterlein, Jha reminds us that Thailand
is the "key country" in Southeast Asia. The Americans believed that if Thailand, with the help
of the United States and other friendly powers, was maintained as a strong base and prosperous
anti~Communist bulwark, the growing threat from the Chinese and North Vietnamese communists might be checked and contained.
Jha traces the Thai-American connection in some detail, starting with MR Seni Pramoj's
handling of Thailand's declaration of war on the US after the Japanese occupation. As a result
of MR Seni's diplomatic skill, the US not only ignored the declaration, but pledged its support
for Thailand's resistance movement against the Japanese. After the war, the friendship between
the two countries was strengthened. The US supported Thailand's application for membership
in the United Nations, and (though this point is not fully treated by Jha) prevailed on Britain
not to exact heavy war reparations from Thailand.
The author examines the course of Thai-American relations at some length. Among his
trouvail/es is the "Secret Contingency Plan" negotiated between the two countries (apparently

in 1969, although Jha does not give the precise date), which, according to a statement attributed
by the author to Senator William Fulbright, provided for the commitment of a substantial
number of US troops to Thailand in certain circumstances. The plan was apparently a supplement to the Thanat-Rus~ communique of March 1962, by which the Manila Treatythe legal basis of SEATO-became in effect a bilateral pact.
Jha traces the history of SEATO from its beginnings in 1954 through its steady decline
in the 1960s and 1970s. But the final winding up of SEATO in 1977 and the subsequent
declarations that the US government regards the Manila Pact as still valid, are not mentioned
by Jha. An inexplicable defect of his book is that although published in 1979, it covers
developments only up to the early months of 1974.
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This unusual hiatus between compilation and publication means that the rapid shifts. in
Thai (and ASEAN) foreign policy after the Communist victories in Indochina in 1975 are not
covered. However, the chapter on Thailand's relations with the Indochina states, though
outdated by events, remains a useful survey of developments in earlier years. The origins of
the Khmer Serei (now a potent source of trouble on the Thai-Kampuchean frontier) are
traced from their beginnings in the mid-1960s. Jha devotes much attention to Thai support
for this and other anti-Communist forces in Kampuchea, Laos and South Viet Nam. He
scarcely conceals his disapproval of these activities, as the following passage shows: "It is,
of course, technically true that Thai irregulars were never registered as Thai troops, but it is a
fact that they went to Laos at the behest of the military Government of Thailand . . . Indeed
the activities of the Thai irregulars are a major irritant in Thai-Laotian relations today."
Despite its obvious bias, Jha's survey packs a great deal of information from a wide range
of sources into small compass. And also despite the bias, he reaches a balanced conclusion.
He writes: ". . . the greatest asset of Thai foreign policy has been its flexibility. If the decision
makers are convinced that a particular policy is unable to serve the interests of Thailand, they
take suitable steps to modify their policy or to evolve a new policy: they do not persist with
any policy to the bitter end."
Few would cavil at that assessment.

John Stirling
Bangkok

Religion and Legitimation of Power in Thailand, Laos and Burma
edited by Bardwell L. Smith
South and Southeast Asia Studies
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania; Anima Books, 1978; 231 + xi pp. •

With its deceptively broad title, this book brings together a fine collection of primarily
descriptive articles dealing with the role ofTheravada Buddhism, its Sangha and its cosmology
in legitimizing political, that is mostly royal, power during two periods of recorded Thai
history, namely fourteenth-century Sukhothai and fourteenth to sixteenth-century LanNa
Thai, and the period from King Taksin up to the present. Laos is not considered otherwise
than in F. Reynolds's two short and innocent religionswissenschaftliche articles about the
universal relationship between ritual and social hierarchy, and the role of the holy emerald
jewel in legitimizing royal power in both Laos and Thailand; these chapters serve the mere
padding of the book. Also the two chapters about Burma appear to be out of place,
Sarkisyanz's article dealing with his well-known preoccupation with the idiosyncrasies of some
Burmese intellectuals with the compatibility of Buddhism and socialism (1965), while
Ferguson's interesting article about the Shwegyin sect rather reverses the basic argument of
the book in demonstrating the sect's legitimation by royal blessing.
The editor's preface promises that the chapters should have as their purpose "to go beyond
the merely descriptive approach to the subject and to help sharpen theoretical tools, i.e., to
perceive new ways of analyzing the ongoing relationship between various kinds of ideology
and political, social and economic power" (p; vi). While most authors make modest attempts
in that direction, there is no question about "various kinds of ideology". To remedy this
situation a final chapter, "Some observations on the dynamics of traditions", has been added
in which S.N. Eisenstadt presents the reader with his modern Hebrew cabalism: nebulous,
futile and yet pretentious.
With the exception of F. Reynolds's felicitous concept of ''civic religion", meaning the
celebration of a variety of unifying national symbols as a quasi-religious act (see below), all
other authors have the nexus Buddhism and political power as their subject. This narrow
treatment leaves animism and Brahmanism beyond their focus as if these latter were not religious. Moreover, I was amazed not to find any reference to popular and most widespread
legitimations of royal power, such as the king's protective saksit (fin~i'Yl~) quality, or his
combining of virtuous goodness (phrakhun, Vfn:flm) and righteous power (phradeed, vmaf!'Jf) .
•
It is only Sarkisyanz who anticipated this problem in the very last sentence of his article
when he writes that pre-Buddhist and non-Buddhist attitudes toward physical force as authority, or habits of dread and propitiation of spirit-oriented animism that satisfy the human
needs for dependence, can offer a more basic and indigenous rationale for the acceptance and legitimation of power than Theravada Buddhism can (p. 95).
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The chapters dealing with Thailand, however, are rather well integrated and present an
interesting picture within the confines delineated as above. The scant availability of early
sources necessarily directs attention to the relationship between the two historical central institutions of the Thai polity, namely the institution of kingship and institutionalized Buddhism,
a successful reign legitimizing its power by a revitalization of the Sangha, a prospering monkhood
being _an indicator of political success. This is apparent in Andaya's discussion of "Statecraft
in the reign of Lti Thai"; this interesting first chapter also casts a new light on the resilience
of the later Sukhothai kingdom. Swearer and Premchit's study of Northern Thai chronicles
illustrates the intricacies of political manipulation of the Sangha as a means to justify royal
power, while arguing that a strong and well-developed nexus between politics and religion
may well lead to the prosperity of both, even providing the context for the florescence of significant Buddhist scholarship.
It is a pity that the latter authors did not further explore whether the relationships between
religion and political power that they established for fourteenth to sixteenth-century Lan Na
Thai are typical (as they hypothesize) or not, although most other authors emphasize the
typicality of the relationship between successful kingship and a healthy state of the Sangha.
Such, at least, is the pervasive argument in Butt's and Kirsch's chapters about the development
of Thai kingship and religious reform from Taksin to Mongl<mt and Chulalongkorn. The
intricacies oflegitimation are well elaborated in Butt's chapter that emphasizes the corresponding
relationship between the state of the Buddhist scriptures (and the Sangha) and the condition of
society: religion, society and its history serving a sense of identity and continuity, and are as
such vital to national life. When he starts speculating about the nexus kingship-reformed
religion in these modern times (p. 49), when the legitimation of political power has also become
dependent on popular recognition and the institution of secular law, I have my misgivings,
because in these modern days it may be surmised that the basically animistic saksit qualities of
power and the recognized phrakhun of the monarch serve as a more fertile ground for the
legitimation of power than its connexion with institutionalized Buddhism as such. These same
misgivings concern also Kirsch's contribution that mainly focuses on the continuing modernizing
influences of the Thammayut monks on Thai society. It is a pity that he could not further
substantiate his fascinating "Protestant ethic" finding (a result of his very localized field
research, 1967) about a possible relationship between the ethics of the modern emerging
middle class elites and the influence of the more demanding Buddhism of the Thammayut
monks (p. 62). Also his final conclusion that "the Buddhist monk is most relevant to Thai
society when he lives a more orthodox monastic life, a life that does not intrude too deeply
into the everyday cares of secular society" (p. 63) needs to be substantiated against the growing
political and secular involvement of monks in modern life that is the subject of the following
chapters by F. Reynolds, Tambiah, and Keyes.
In "Kingship and national development", Reynolds harks back to the great reformist
kings of the nineteenth century, yet rightly establishes the roleof King Vajiravudh (Rama VI)
as the father of modern Thai nationalism. This nationalism leads him to introduce his concept
of "civic religion" in characterizing the veneration of the three core institutions of Thailand,
namely nation, religion, and monarchy-after 1932 to be joined by a fourth, that is constitution.
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It is the popularity of this cluster of "civic-religious" symbols that augurs Thailand's
"modernity", Sangha and king not being monopolists of mutual legitimation any longer, but
at par with Thai nation and constitution as the other legitimizers of power. I doubt, however,
his references to cosmology, or the Buddhist religious understanding of the king's sacredness as
vital aspects of religion at the village level (p. 105). Not doubting this sacredness (khwaampensaksit) that villagers attribute to power and kingship, I have my doubts about its Buddhist
interpretation. Buddhism and its ideology of merit are of course related, but whether merit
still relates to the exercise of actual power in the eyes of villagers is a thing that I have strongly
become to doubt in the course of my field research: bureaucracy, guns, and superior market
positions have little to do with merit in a religious sense and far more with a possible animistic
legitimation of power, such as already hinted at by Sarkisyanz.
Tambiah's "Sangha and polity in modern Thailand: an overview" is in my opinion his best
contribution to the subject to date. Having my apprehensions about his World Conqueror and
World Renouncer (1976), which is recommended in the editor's preface, it was refreshing to
note that it is possible to state a tedious argument of some 540 pages in clear language within
the confines of a 23-page chapter. I fully agree with his observation that "Buddhism is as much
the religion of the bourgeoisie as of the peasant, of the soldier as much as the recluse" and with
his statement that, in the case of Thailand, "only a materially prosperous society can be ready
for the pursuit of spiritual concerns" (p. 132). The question remains, however, what is meant
by Buddhism or religion in Thailand where the label Buddhism comprises a wide veriety of
things (Tambiah 1970), and where "spiritual concerns" rather appear to be conditioned by an
animistic attitude of propitiating all kinds of powers for the sake of auspiciousness than by any
deep-seated concerns for spirituality (Mulder 1979; Terwiell975).
Religion as an integrative mechanism is more aptly characterized by Reynolds as civic
religion, or a trust in national symbols that are free to anyone to manipulate, the symbolism
involved being referred to in a short article in the final section. Contemporary Thai seek. for
identity more than for religious treasure, its symbols legitimizing continuity as much as protest,
rightist politics as much as the quest for justice, which is illustrated by Keyes's chapter on
Kittivuddho Bhilcl<hu and its reference to the ordination of former Prime Minister Thanom
Kittik.achorn. Keyes's chapter brings the book. up to date: official Buddhism as an instrument
of the powers that rule, yet gradually losing its integrative force because of the politicization
of conflicts. With the Sangha not being a monolithic institution, the use of Buddhist symbols
becomes the privilege of anyone wanting to pursue his own purposes, while legitimation
becoming increasingly grounded in animistic directness (power legitimizing itself because it is
powerful).
In the elaboration of argument the book. is of good historical interest in its gradual development from kingship and religion to kingship, religion, the nation's people and legality as the
shifting foci of legitimation. Because of its historical sequence it is a severe shortcoming that
there is no chapter on the 400 years of the Ayutthayan period, while it is a pity that no material
is presented about peasant protests against power in the name of millinarian Buddhism, such
as in the phuu-mii-bun (tlih~qj) movements in the northeast (e.g. Keyes 1973). The book. has
a one-sided focus on th~ legitimation of the power that rules and is insufficiently concerned
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with the uses of Buddhism by those who protest beyond the capital, the use of Buddhist symbols
by protesting students being referred to, but not the equally relevant misgivings of the populace
residing in the countryside that nevertheless sails under the same Buddhist flag, whatever
their animistic understanding of religion. The absence of any consideration for popular
understanding of legitimation (phrakhun, phradeed, or orientations to whatever is saksit) is
therefore a serious defect. Eclectic references to Theravada Buddhism are of course very
interesting and reveal a lot of social scientific ingenuity but fail to present a social reality that
is anthropologically viable. The editorial work invested has been weak, there being no consistency in spelling names or words, which must be extremely misleading to uninitiated
readers; sometimes romanizations do not make any sense at all, such as ratatamanun for
ip-11&1\ttll and mahakesat for vn::&J,1nH't~1!i'.

Niels Mulder
Frans van Mierisstraat 74
Amsterdam
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The Provincial Administration of Siam, 1892-1915: the Ministry of the Interior under
Prince Damrong Rajanubhab

by Tej Bunnag
Kuala Lumpur, Ox/(ml University Press, 1977; 322 pp.

fn the last decades of the nineteenth ce ntury, Siam's terr itoria l integrity and independence
were gravely threate ned by her E uropean co lonial neighbours, France a nd Great Britain.
King Chulalongkorn clea rly recognized that although conc iliatory diplomacy might help to
preserve the Kingdom temporarily, Siam's ultim ate preservation depended upon reforming;
the interna l admini strat ion of the Kingdom, both to elimin ate pretexts for foreign intervention
in Siam's interna l affairs and to strengt hen t he Tha i government vis-a-vis the co loni a l powers by
increasing its control over its own territory, particul arly over the co llecti o n of revenue . For
the monumental task. of reforming Siam's traditional provinc ia l adm inistration, King Chulalongkorn chose hi s yo unge r brother Pr ince Damrong Rajanubhab, who became the first Minister
of the modern Ministry of the Interior.
The book under review is an account of the Mini stry of the fnterior during Prince Damrong's
tenure: its creation, expansion , problems a nd achi evements. As the book's a uthor points ou~,
those achievements fe ll short of the Thai govern ment"s stated aim s, but he reminds us that
they sho ul d be viewed in the co ntext of t he times, aga inst a background o f active or passive
resistance by vested interests threatened by the reforms, by a chronic shortage of money to
finance the re form s, and by a shortage of qualified civi l servants. In that context those achievements were quite significant. The provincial adm in istrat ion of Siam in 1915 was vast ly different
from that of 1890. The old personalistic sty le of provinc ia l government, in which powerful
provincial noble families ruling over a se mi-vassal population were ab le to control the entire
economic life of t heir provinces, remitting only such revenue to the Crown as they saw fit ,
had been replaced by a government of salaried civi l servants paid by the Ministry a nd responsib le to the Ministry governing a free peasant population.
The book is clearly written and meticul ous ly researched, with heavy use of Thai archival
m aterials. Not o nly is it a valuable contribution to o ur understandin g of this critical period in
Thai history, but it is a useful introdu ct ion to the study of modern Thai provincial administration. Finally, its excellent introductory chap ter describing Siam's traditional provincial administration and its retrospective reflect ions throughout on that administrat ion are valuable
to the student of earlier Thai history. The bibliography contains a valuable aid to resea rch
in a presentation of the new classification system of the Thailand National Archives for the
papers of the Ministry of the Interior.

Lorraine Gesick
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